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BENEFIT UPDATES
Supplemental Benefit elections will become effective 9/1/2018 (elections requiring
evidence of insurability, such as life Insurance, may have a later effective date, if
approved). After annual enrollment closes, benefit changes can only be made if you
experience a qualifying event (and changes must be made within 30 days of event).

ENROLLMENT DATES:
07/16/18 - 08/24/18



You will be able to enroll in your Medical and other benefits as early as July 16, 2018.
Enroll EARLY before you come back for the new school year!



There are NO CHANGES with your current Supplemental Benefits! All Rates and
Plans will remain the same for the 2018-2019 Plan year!

To self enroll:

SCAN

BENEFIT WEBSITE:

DENTAL

WWW.ETXEBC.COM
CALL CENTER #:

Make sure you use IN-NETWORK providers in the Cigna Network to get the
most savings from your dental benefit!

(866) 914-5202

Hours of Operation: M-TH (8am-5:30pm) FR (8am-3pm)

Remember, there are NO WAITING PERIODS, so if you don’t have dental
coverage now but need dental work for the new year, you don’t have to
wait!

LOGIN INSTRUCTIONS

VISION

GO TO:
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Don’t forget! Under your UHC Vision plan, you are eligible for a covered
exam, covered frames (up to $130), and covered lenses! Exam co-pay is
$10 , and the material co-pay is $25. Covered lenses include single vision
bifocal, trifocals, lenticular, progressive and scratch coating!

www.etxebc.com
CLICK LOGIN:

LOGIN
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ENTER USERNAME & PASSWORD:

All login credentials have been RESET to the
following defaults:

Username:
The first six (6) characters of your last name,
followed by the first letter of your first name,
followed by the last four (4) digits of your
Social Security Number.

If you have six (6) or less characters in your last
name, use your full last name, followed by the
first letter of your first name, followed by the
last four (4) digits of your Social Security
Number.

Default Password:
Last Name* (lowercase, excluding punctuation)
followed by the last four (4) digits of your
Social Security Number.

TELEHEALTH:
HOW TIME IS
MONEY

121

minutes

Is the average total visit time for a
typical in-person medical visit; 20 of
which is face-to-face time with a doctor.

$25

billion

was spent unnecessarily in
opportunity cost by employed
adults in the United States.
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